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A B S T R A C T

Tidal mixing fronts, which represent boundaries between stratified and tidally mixed waters, are locations of enhanced biological activity. They occur in summer
shelf seas when, in the presence of strong tidal currents, mixing due to bottom friction balances buoyancy production due to seasonal heat flux. In this paper we
examine the occurrence and fidelity of tidal mixing fronts in shelf seas generated within a global 3-dimensional simulation of the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model
(HYCOM) that is simultaneously forced by atmospheric fields and the astronomical tidal potential. We perform a first order assessment of shelf sea tides in global
HYCOM through comparison of sea surface temperature, sea surface tidal elevations, and tidal currents with observations. HYCOM was tuned to minimize errors in
M2 sea surface heights in deep water. Over the global coastal and shelf seas (depths< 200m) the area-weighted root mean square error of the M2 sea surface
amplitude in HYCOM represents 35% of the 50 cm root mean squared M2 sea surface amplitude when compared to satellite constrained models TPXO8 and FES2014.
HYCOM and the altimeter constrained tidal models TPXO8 and FES2014 exhibit similar skill in reproducing barotropic tidal currents estimated from in-situ current
meter observations. Through comparison of a global HYCOM simulation with tidal forcing to a global HYCOM simulation with no tides, and also to previous regional
studies of tidal mixing fronts in shelf seas, we demonstrate that HYCOM with embedded tides exhibits quite high skill in reproducing known tidal mixing fronts in
shelf seas. Our results indicate that the amount of variability in the location of the tidal mixing fronts in HYCOM, estimated using the Simpson-Hunter parameter, is
consistent with previous studies when the differences in the net downward heat flux, on a global scale, are taken into account. We also provide evidence of tidal
mixing fronts on the North West Australian Shelf for which we have been unable to find references in the existing scientific literature.

1. Introduction

The coastal and shelf seas represent less than 10% of the world's
oceans yet have an important role in primary production and the global
carbon cycle. This role, however, is poorly understood (Bauer et al.,
2013). On a regional scale there are many different factors, such as
riverine input, sediment transport, nutrient availability, coastal geo-
metry and bathymetry that may affect the local biogeochemical cycle.
Local mixing rates within the water column impact pelagic ecosystems
and may enhance or inhibit growth rates. Within coastal and shelf seas
the boundary between mixed and stratified waters is represented by
persistent seasonal mixing fronts that occur when mixing due to tidal
and wind forcing balances buoyancy production due to surface heat
flux. Such fronts are regions of high biological activity and hence can be
expected to play a role in the biogeochemical cycle. Belkin et al. (2009)
provides a comprehensive review of the location of known oceanic
fronts based upon satellite sea surface temperature observations in

selected large marine ecosystems.
Coastal and shelf seas are also regions of large tidal energy dis-

sipation. Egbert and Ray (2003) estimated that about 2/3 of the total
M2 tidal dissipation occurs in shallow seas. Tidal mixing also influences
coastal sea surface temperatures, which impact regional climates.
Hence the accuracy of tides in the coastal regions of global tide models
needs to be assessed.

Most modelling studies of coastal and shelf seas are conducted using
limited area regional models. Very few modelling studies (e.g. Holt
et al., 2009) have been conducted to model the global coastal ocean.
Recent developments of the global version of the HYbrid Coordinate
Ocean Model (HYCOM: Chassignet et al., 2009) include the im-
plementation of a forward tide algorithm based upon astronomical ar-
guments (Arbic et al., 2010, 2012, 2018). At current horizontal grid
resolutions of 1/12.5° and 1/25° global HYCOM is able to resolve the
continental margins and hence is able to resolve features such as mixing
fronts in the coastal and shelf seas. Previous studies of the skill of global
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HYCOM with embedded tides have examined the sea surface elevation
signature of surface and internal tides (Ansong et al., 2015; Ngodock
et al., 2016; Savage et al., 2017; Shriver et al., 2012, 2014; Stammer
et al., 2014), tidal currents (Timko et al., 2012, 2013), and barotropic
and baroclinic tidal energetics (Ansong et al., 2017; Buijsman et al.,
2015, 2016). Most of the aforementioned HYCOM studies have focussed
on model performance in deep waters, where water column depth ex-
ceeds 1000m or 1500m. Stammer et al. (2014) briefly discussed
HYCOM tidal elevation errors over the shelf seas. Savage et al. (2017)
compared tidal elevation variances in HYCOM vs. tide gauges. In this
paper we focus on a comparison of HYCOM tidal elevations and cur-
rents vs. observations on the shelf, and we investigate the occurrence
and location of tidal mixing fronts in a global HYCOM simulation.

Accurate simulation of tides in coastal and shelf regions requires
accurate tidal forcing at the shelf edge and good representation of
shallow water processes such as bottom friction and features such as
coastline geometry and bathymetry. Such factors influence the propa-
gation and superposition of tidal constituents on the shelf as well as
mixing in the continental margins. Within these shallow regions the
dissipation of tidal energy is primarily due to bottom friction. As dis-
cussed in Arbic et al. (2010) and Buijsman et al. (2016) HYCOM uses an
internal wave drag scheme applied in the bottom 500m of the water
column to improve the accuracy of sea surface M2 tidal heights over
deep water (> 1500m). The wave drag scheme is not applied when the
water column is< 500m depth. In this paper we examine HYCOM skill
in replicating observed tides in regional and shelf seas where water
column depth is, typically, 200m or less.

A mixing front represents the location where the water column
changes from being stratified to well-mixed. A simple measure of
stratification is the difference, ΔT= SST− SBT, between the sea sur-
face temperature (SST) and seabed temperature (SBT). Wind driven
mixing can be expected to maintain well-mixed waters (ΔT≤0.5 °C)
when the water column depth is< 30m (Bowers and Simpson, 1987).
Strong currents produce bottom friction that results in additional
mixing (Simpson, 1981). Tidal mixing fronts form in water column
depths between 50 and 100m when mixing due to dissipation of tidal
currents balances buoyancy production due to incoming solar radiation
(Simpson and Hunter, 1974). The ΔT=0.5 °C degree contour may be
somewhat ambiguous for determination of the mixing front locations.
Another measure of the stratification, based upon the potential energy
anomaly,
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may be used to define the location of a mixing front whereby |∇φ|
exceeds a threshold value as φ→0 (J. Simpson, personal communica-
tion). Within this paper we identify mixing front locations using the
ΔT=0.5 °C degree contour and also define fronts as those regions for
which |∇φ| > 2.5 ⋅ 10−4 and φ < 10 Jm−3. In general, we find that
the ΔT=0.5 °C degree contour provides a reasonable proxy for the
location of mixing fronts identified using the potential energy anomaly.
Identification of mixing front locations using the ΔT=0.5 °C contour is
useful as the potential energy anomaly and its gradient are more
computationally expensive to estimate.

The balance between tidal dissipation and buoyancy production
may be defined by the ratio, R, (Pingree and Griffiths, 1978):
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where g is the acceleration due to gravity, α is the volume coefficient of
expansion, Q is the net downward surface heat flux, h is the depth of the
water column, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, ρ is the
density of seawater, Cd is the bottom drag coefficient, and u is the depth
averaged velocity. On a regional scale g, α, Cp, ρ, Cd may be assumed
constant so that:
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R is non-dimensional hence we can rewrite Eq. (2a) as:
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Assuming that g, α, Cp, ρ, Cd are constant (locally) then:
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Assuming: g ~ 9.81ms−2, α ~ 2.1 · 10−4 °C−1 (when S=34 PSU,
T=15 °C at zero pressure), Cp ~4000 J kg−1 °C−1, ρ ~ 1025 kgm−3,
Cd ~ 0.0025 we have, C ~ −7.0. So that, to leading order, SQ ~
log10(R) - C= log10(R)+ 7.0 represents the logarithm of the non-di-
mensional quantity, R. For temperatures between 5 and 25 °C and
salinities between 30 and 35 PSU, the thermal heat flux, α, may vary
between 1 · 10−4 and 3 · 10−4 which may also contribute to the global
variation of log10(R). However, along an individual front the variation
in α is expected to be small.

The Simpson-Hunter parameter, S= log10(hu−3) is often used to
predict the location of tidal mixing fronts for constant heat flux, Q.
Based upon over 13,000 historical observations of ΔT, Bowers and
Simpson (1987) estimated that observed fronts on the Northwest Eur-
opean shelf (NWES) occur at a critical value S=2.7 ± 0.4, with h and
u measured in m and m s−1, respectively. Holt and Umlauf (2008)
compared the output from a regional model of the NWES to the ob-
served location of seasonal tidal mixing fronts based upon ~80,000 ΔT
observations from the International Council for the Exploration of the
Sea (ICES, 2014, http://geo.ices.dk) and found that the mean frontal
position occurred at a critical value of the Simpson-Hunter parameter,
S=3.0 ± 0.3.

Eq. (3) represents the Simpson-Hunter parameter with the net
downward surface heat flux, Q, included so that the predicted location
of tidal mixing fronts accounts for the differences in heat flux at dif-
ferent locations. The net downward heat flux, Q, is estimated from sa-
tellite observations and reanalysis (Liu et al., 2015).

There have been numerous studies of tidal mixing fronts in shelf
seas using regional models and infrared satellite images. Studies ex-
amining tidal mixing fronts on the NWES include: Simpson and Hunter
(1974), Simpson et al. (1978), Pingree and Griffiths (1978), Simpson
and Bowers (1981), Bowers and Simpson (1987), Holt and Umlauf
(2008), and O'Dea et al. (2012). Mixing fronts have also been studied in
the Canadian arctic: Griffiths et al. (1981) studied tidal mixing fronts in
Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin; Hannah et al. (2009) studied fronts in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago. Other studies of tidal mixing fronts have
been conducted for the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Pingree and Griffiths,
1980; Lu et al., 2001); Gulf of Maine (Garrett et al., 1978; Loder and
Greenberg, 1986); Patagonian shelf (Glorioso, 1987; Glorioso and
Simpson, 1994; Glorioso and Flather, 1995; Acha et al., 2004; Luz Clara
et al., 2015); South China Sea (Tong et al., 2010); Bungo Channel,
Japan (Takeoka et al., 1997); and Sea of Okhotsk (Zhabin and Dubina,
2012). The above list is non-exhaustive but illustrates the prevalence of
tidal mixing fronts within shelf seas around the globe.

In this paper we provide a first order assessment of HYCOM skill in
replicating shelf sea tides. We compare sea surface heights to tide
gauges, and to the altimeter constrained models TPXO8 (Egbert et al.,
1994; Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002) and FES2014 (Carrere et al., 2016;
Lyard et al., 2017 (in prep); http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr). Where
velocity records are available we also compare the model barotropic
tidal currents to tidal currents estimated from velocity records.

In order to provide an estimate of model bias and anomalies from
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climatological means HYCOM SST for the arctic and austral summers is
compared to the 30 year seasonal averages between 1982 and 2011 of
the Objectively Interpolated Sea Surface Temperatures estimated from
satellite data (OISST; Reynolds et al., 2002) and also to the Multi-scale
Ultra-high Resolution foundation SST (MUR SSTfnd; Chin et al., 2017)
estimated from satellite observations between December 2011–Feb-
ruary 2012 and June 2012–August 2012 which coincide with the period
of time simulated by HYCOM.

The location of tidal mixing fronts in HYCOM is estimated in terms
of the potential energy anomaly and its gradient as well as the sea
surface to seabed temperature gradient. Observations of the global
potential energy anomaly and global seabed temperature are difficult to
obtain and for that reason the locations of the tidal mixing fronts in
HYCOM are compared to horizontal gradients of the MUR SSTfnd to
provide observational evidence of mixing front locations for the period
of time simulated by HYCOM. We also compare tidal mixing fronts in
the HYCOM simulation with tides to tidal mixing fronts reported in
previous studies. Our identification of tidal mixing fronts, based upon
differences in stratification and vertical temperature gradients, assumes
that they result from the influx of solar radiation and from changes in
stratification due to changes in the temperature field. While sea ice
dynamics, including ice-melt, and freshwater influx from major rivers
are included in the model we do not attempt to identify mixing fronts
associated with differences in salinity. Much of our manuscript focuses
on the NWES where large amounts of data, as well as a regional si-
mulation using the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean
(NEMO; Madec, 2008), are available for comparison. We also provide
evidence of tidal mixing fronts on the North West Australian Shelf
(NWAS) which we have not been able to identify in the existing sci-
entific literature.

In Section 2 we describe the HYCOM simulations and NEMO si-
mulation as well as the selection of observations and data products used
for comparison to the model simulations. In Section 3 we compare
global HYCOM output to observations to provide an overall assessment
of HYCOM skill in coastal and shelf seas. In Section 4 we take a closer
look at the NWES, where we compare HYCOM skill to the skill of a
regional NEMO simulation. In Section 5 we extend our study to other
shelf and coastal seas to assess HYCOM skill focussing on regions with
large amplitude tides where tidal mixing fronts have previously been
studied. Section 5 also examines the NWAS where large amplitude tides
are known to occur and yet previous studies of tidal mixing fronts over
the NWAS are difficult to identify in the literature. In Section 6 we
discuss our results on the skill of global HYCOM in replicating the tides
and tidal mixing fronts in coastal and shelf seas.

2. Model configuration and data selection

The global HYCOM simulations used in this study (Ngodock et al.,
2016) are configured on a tripolar grid with 41 hybrid vertical layers
and 1/12.5° horizontal resolution (approximately 8.9 km at the
equator). Fig. 1 shows the bathymetry, but on a uniform cylindrical
projection, rather than the tripole grid. HYCOM employs a time-varying
vertical coordinate which consists of z-layers to represent the near
surface mixed layer, terrain following coordinates in shallow water, and
isopycnal coordinates in deep water.

The model employs a quadratic bottom drag formulation (Mellor,
2004) based upon the “Law of the Wall” (Schlichting, 1968) in which
the drag coefficient, Cd, is specified at the grid point (i,j) by:
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where κ=0.4 is the von Kármán constant, di,j is the depth of the water
column at grid point (i,j), zo=0.01 is the bottom roughness in meters,
and Cd

min= 2.5 · 10−3. Cd varies from 2.5 · 10−3 in waters of depth

60m or greater to 5.248× 10−3 at the minimum model depth of 5m.
HYCOM employs the K-Profile Parameterization (KPP) mixing

scheme (Large et al., 1994) for vertical mixing. In addition to its surface
boundary layer, KPP includes a set of additive options: a background
value, shear instability, non-local mixing, and double diffusion.
HYCOM does not have convective overturning and hence shear in-
stability is the only mechanism to correct an unstable density profile.
Shear instability uses locally referenced potential density (which is
close to in-situ density, but each stability calculation uses only one
pressure value).

Within HYCOM interior viscosity is assumed to consist of two
components: 1.) contribution of resolved shear instability; 2.) con-
tribution of unresolved shear instability due to the background internal
wave field. Interior diffusivity includes both of these two contributions
and also a contribution of double diffusion.

The contribution due to shear instability is parameterized in terms
of the gradient Richardson number, Rig, at layer interfaces and mixing is
triggered when Rig < 0.7. The contribution of shear instability, tem-
perature and salinity diffusivity, and viscosity are the same. For shear
instability, vs, the contribution is given by (Halliwell KPP Mixing
Algorithm, https://hycom.org/attachments/067_kpp.pdf): vs/
v0= [1− (Rig/Ri0)2]3 when 0 < Rig < Ri0. When Rig < Ri0, vs/
v0= 1 and when Rig > Ri0, vs/v0= 0; with v0= 50 · 10−4 and
Ri0=0.7. Unresolved (background) diffusivities for salinity, S, tem-
perature, T, due to internal wave shear are specified as:
vS

w= vT
w=0.1 · 10−4 and background viscosity is vm

w=1.0 · 10−4.
The double diffusion density ratio: =R /T

z
S

z, where α and β
are the expansion coefficients for temperature and salinity, is used to
identify locations where double diffusive processes are important. For
salt-fingering salinity diffusivity is given by: vS

d/vf=[1− (Rρ−1/
Rρ

0− 1)2]3 when 1 < Rρ < Rρ
0 and vS

d/vf=0 when Rρ≥ Rρ
0; tem-

perature diffusivity is given by: vT
d=0.7vS

d where vf=10 · 10−4 and
Rρ

0= 1.9. For diffusive convection, the temperature diffusivity is: vT
d/

v=0.909 exp {4.6 exp [− 0.54(Rρ
−1−1]} where v is the molecular

viscosity for temperature; for salinity: vS
d= vT

d(1.85−0.85Rρ
−1)Rρ

when 0.5≤ Rρ≤1 and vS
d= vT

d(0.15Rρ) when Rρ < 0.5.
At the ocean surface, the simulations included atmospheric forcing

fields from the Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM; Hogan
et al., 2014). The HYCOM simulation with tides was forced with at-
mospheric fields having a horizontal resolution of 1/3° that are output
at hourly intervals. The HYCOM simulations run from July 2011 to
September 2012 with the first 3months discarded; only the period from
October 2011 to September 2012 is used for analysis. The simulations
are an extension of a previous HYCOM simulations initialized from
climatology in 2003 and executed until 2011 using NAVGEM forcing at
1/2° horizontal resolution at 3 h intervals. HYCOM is coupled with the
dynamic sea-ice model CICE (Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008), and includes
freshwater input from rivers (Barren and Smedstad, 2002). Our HYCOM
simulations are high resolution. However they are not run long enough
to get the deep water circulation into equilibrium; this is also true of
most high resolution simulations that currently exist. In coastal and
shelf seas, where mixing tends to be more dynamic, the model is ex-
pected to be in equilibrium and able to respond, within the limits of
model resolution, to atmospheric and tidal forcing.

The two HYCOM simulations presented here differ by the addition
of tidal forcing and the inclusion of an improved bathymetry under the
ice shelves around Antarctica. The inclusion of ice shelves is necessary
to provide accurate model tides in the Southern Ocean. Tidal forcing
includes the three largest semidiurnal and two largest diurnal con-
stituents M2, S2, N2, K1, and O1. The tidal simulation employs tidal self-
attraction and loading (SAL; Hendershott, 1972; Ray, 1998), which
incorporates the effects of solid-earth deformation due to the loading of
ocean tides, and the perturbations to the equipotential due to the
gravitational self-attraction of both the tides and the load-deformed
solid earth. In the simulations presented here, we compute the SAL term
from amplitude and phase maps constructed from the TPXO Atlas.
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Formulae for the SAL term can be found in, for instance, Ray (1998).
The model also employs a parameterized topographic wave drag
scheme (Jayne and St. Laurent, 2001) to represent the generation and
breaking of high vertical mode internal waves that are unresolved due
to the relatively low horizontal and vertical resolution used in the si-
mulation (Arbic et al., 2004, 2010). The topographic wave drag scheme
is only employed when the water column depth exceeds 500m. The
tidal simulation incorporates an Augmented State Ensemble Kalman
filter (ASEnKF; Ngodock et al., 2016) to reduce barotropic tidal SSH
errors. The ASEnKF is used to reduce the barotropic tidal elevation
errors that arise due to imperfect knowledge of ocean bathymetry and
of the mechanisms that damp the tides. The ASEnKF uses an ensemble
of stochastically generated correction terms to the tidal forcing. The
differences between each ensemble member and TPXO are computed,
and the final correction to the model is computed by minimizing the
Root Mean Square Error of the ensemble members with respect to the
data assimilative model TPXO. The M2 sea surface elevation error,
computed equatorward of 66° and over seafloor depths exceeding
1000m, of the HYCOM ASEnKF simulation used in this study is 2.6 cm
compared to an elevation error of 4.4 cm in previous simulations which
don't employ the ASEnKF (Ngodock et al., 2016).

Other than the use of the Augmented State Ensemble Kalman filter
used to reduce tidal SSH errors the HYCOM simulations presented here
are non-assimilative. Since these simulations do not assimilate data it
may be expected that SST offshore (deep water) may be incorrect be-
cause fronts and eddies are in the wrong place and SST near shore may
be incorrect because the atmospheric forcing is the major driver and is
from a global Numerical Weather Prediction product on a coarse grid.
Hence we may anticipate differences between SST in HYCOM compared
to climatological datasets and satellite SST products.

The NEMO simulation of the NWES (O'Dea et al., 2012) has hor-
izontal resolution of 1/9° in longitude and 1/15° in latitude. The ver-
tical coordinate is hybrid s-σ with 32 layers. Temperature and salinity
are initialized from the UK Met Office Forecasting Ocean Assimilation
Model (FOAM) 1/12° system (Martin et al., 2007) and started from a
rest state. The model spins up for 1 year (Nov. 2006–Oct. 2007), is re-
initialized with the output of the first year, and repeated for a second
year. The simulation is then restarted from Nov. 2006, initialized from
the end of the second spin up year, and the simulation runs from Nov.
2006 to the end of 2008. Analysis of model output is done using the last
2 model years 2007–2008. Model bathymetry is derived from the
North-West Shelf Operational System (NOOS) bathymetry. Atmospheric
forcing and surface fluxes are derived from the global UK Met Office
Numerical Weather Prediction model. In addition to specification of the
equilibrium tide, tidal forcing also includes 15 tidal constituents esti-
mated from a North-East Atlantic tide model (Flather, 1976, 1981) at
the boundaries. Boundary conditions for temperature and salinity are
provided through a relaxation scheme in which the scalar fields are
relaxed towards values specified by the UK Met Office operational
FOAM 1/12° deep ocean model for the North Atlantic (Storkey et al.,
2010).

Current meter data from the British Oceanographic Data Centre
(BODC, http://bodc.ac.uk) and the Global Multi-Archive Current Meter
Database (GMACMD, Scott and Furnival, 2013) were selected subject to
the following criteria for comparison to model data:

1.) Water column depth less than or equal to 200m;
2.) Signal length of at least 30 days;
3.) Instrument depth at least 10m from the sea surface and at least

10m above the sea floor.

Fig. 1. HYCOM global bathymetry (meters) with the 200m depth contour shown as a gray line. Locations of the available velocity records are shown as magenta dots
and selected study areas are outlined with black boxes: (A) Northwest European shelf (NWES); (B) Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait (HBS); (C) Gulf of St. Lawrence and
Gulf of Maine (GSLM); (D) Patagonian shelf (PS); (E) Northwest Australian shelf (NWAS).
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Each velocity record was analysed using harmonic tidal analysis
(Foreman, 1977, 1978; Pawlowicz et al., 2002). For each tidal con-
stituent only those estimates with a signal to noise ratio> 2 were re-
tained for comparison to model values. A combined total of 3409 ve-
locity records from the BODC and GMACMD, spanning the years 1968
to 2010, were found to satisfy the above three criteria while also having
a signal to noise ratio greater than or equal to 2 for the M2 constituent.
Tidal ellipse parameters for depth averaged currents estimated from
Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP's), lying in water less than or
equal to 200m depth, on the North West Australian Shelf (Cancet et al.,
2017) were also included, as were tidal ellipse parameters provided in
Holloway (2001) for constituents M2 and S2. The ADCP's on the North
West Australian Shelf are part of the Australian ADCP network (IMOS,
2017). Of the 4 current meters of Moreira et al. (2009) only 1 was in
water deeper than 10m. This observation was included and provides
the only estimate of observed tidal currents on the Patagonian Shelf in
this study. In total 3432 observations of tidal currents were used in this
study.

The meteorological boreal summer (JJA) represents those months
during which the incident solar radiation is at a maximum in the
northern hemisphere while the austral summer (boreal winter; DJF)
represents those months during which the incident solar radiation is at
a maximum in the southern hemisphere. The choice of meteorological
seasons aligns our study with previous studies of tidal mixing fronts
which, in the northern hemisphere, typically form in May and dissipate
in September. For comparison with previous studies the vertical tem-
perature gradient, ΔT, estimated from monthly mean Sea Surface
Temperatures (SST) and Seabed Temperatures (SBT) from HYCOM for
the model years 2011–2012 was also calculated.

The potential energy anomaly, φ, for each of the study regions is
estimated by vertically integrating the 3-dimensional monthly mean
temperature and salinity fields from HYCOM for the model years
2011–2012. The monthly mean fields of φ are then averaged over time
to provide seasonal values representing northern hemisphere winter
months: December, January, February (DJF) and summer months:
June, July, August (JJA). Horizontal gradients of the potential energy
anomaly are calculated from the seasonal values to provide estimates of
frontal locations defined by |∇φ| > 2.5 ⋅ 10−4 and φ < 10 J m−3.

Estimates of the potential energy anomaly and its gradient are not
available from observational data on a global scale. Hence we have
chosen to compare the location of tidal mixing fronts in HYCOM to
gradients of foundation SST values which are free of diurnal fluctua-
tions due to day time incoming solar radiation. The MUR SSTfnd (Chin
et al., 2017) from December 2011 through February 2012 and June
2012 through August 2012 were selected for comparison to HYCOM
and interpolated onto the HYCOM grid. MUR SSTfnd values and HYCOM
SST values from both simulations with and without tides values are also
area averaged onto the 1/4° grid for comparison to the seasonal values
of the OISST dataset. On the NWES we also compare HYCOM to output
from a non-assimilative regional NEMO simulation (O'Dea et al., 2012)
and to the ICES SST-SBT observational climatology prepared by Holt
and Umlauf (2008). Seasonal averages for the net downwards surface
heat flux, Q, estimated from satellite observations and reanalysis (Liu
et al., 2015) are interpolated to the model grids to predict the location
of tidal mixing fronts using the parameter, SQ, given by Eq. (3).

3. HYCOM performance in global shelf seas

For this study we define the global coastal and shelf seas as those
regions of the global ocean with a depth<200m. Fig. 1 shows the
global HYCOM bathymetry with the 200m bathymetric contour de-
picted by a gray line. The locations of the current meters and the re-
gional study areas discussed in this paper are also displayed on Fig. 1.

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between model values and tide
gauge observations of SSH may be calculated using tidal amplitude and
phase:
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where an
gauge and θn

gauge represent the amplitude and phase of a
given tidal constituent estimated from the nth of N tide gauges and
an

model and θn
model represent the amplitude and phase values estimated

from the nearest model grid point.
When compared to the global set of shelf sea tide gauges used by

Stammer et al. (2014) RMSESSH
gauge(TPXO), RMSESSH

gauge(FES2014), and
RMSESSH

gauge(HYCOM) values for constituent M2 are 3.6, 3.7 and 24.1 cm,
respectively. RMSESSH

gauge for constituents S2, N2, K1, and O1 compared to
the global set of shelf sea tide gauges may be found in the online sup-
plementary information (Table S1).

The area-weighted Root Mean Square Errors between HYCOM and
the altimeter constrained models TPXO and FES2014 is:
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and the area-weighted amplitude Mean Errors (ME) is:

=ME model
a a dA

dA
( )

( )
,SSH

region i j
HYCOM

i j
model

i j

i j

, , ,

, (7)

where region is an identifier for the region (in some cases, Global) being
analysed; model is used to identify either TPXO or FES2014; and ai,j, Ɵi,j,
and dAi,j are the amplitude, phase, and area, respectively, of the grid
cell indexed by i,j. HYCOM, TPXO8, and FES2014 are interpolated to a
common grid prior to calculating the RMSE and ME. Shelf seas contain
both micro- and macro-tidal regions and hence area-weighted RMSE
and ME do not necessarily reflect the true model error at a particular
location. However such statistics do provide a general indicator of
model performance over a large geographic region. Model performance
at a particular site may differ significantly from the area-weighted
statistic.

Over the global coastal and shelf seas RMSESSH
Global(TPXO8) and

RMSESSH
Global(FES2014) for M2 are 17.4 cm and 17.3 cm, respectively.

Compared to the root mean squared amplitude of ~50 cm for the global
shelf and shelf seas (depth< 200m) of all three models, RMSESSH

Global

represents an error of ~35%. Estimates of MESSH
Global(TPXO8) and

MESSH
Global(FES2014) for M2 are −0.6 cm and −1.6 cm, respectively, in-

dicating that on average HYCOM M2 amplitudes are slightly smaller
than both of the altimetry constrained models over the global and
coastal shelf seas. Details of the RMSESSH

Global and MESSH
Global values for the

other constituents may be found in the online supplementary in-
formation (Table S2).

For tidal currents, the equivalent metric for the root mean square
error for tidal heights (Eq. (5)) is:
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is the Root Mean Square Difference between the nth tidal ellipse
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estimated from the model (subscript m) and observed (subscript o)
current velocity (Cummins and Thupaki, 2018). The variable model is
used to indicate one of HYCOM, TPXO8, or FES2014 and region re-
presents the study area (in some cases Global). In Eq. (8b): a and b are
the semi-major and semi-minor axis of the tidal ellipses, respectively; g
and Ɵ are the Greenwich Phase Lag and inclination of the tidal ellipses,
respectively. Over N observations the root mean squared current ellipse
magnitude is given by:

=
+

=

=

RMS
a b
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,ellipse
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n N

o
n

o
n

1

1
2

2 2

(8c)

and the relative error is:

=D
RMSE
RMS

100 .ellipse
rel ellipse

ellipse (8d)

For the global set of current meter observations, Dellipse
rel (model)= 64,

57 and 55% for the barotropic M2 tidal current in the models: HYCOM,
TPXO8 and FES2014, respectively compared to the root mean squared
ellipse magnitude RMSellipse=21.8 cm s−1. RMSEellipse

Global(model) and
RMSellipse

Global for the barotropic M2, S2, N2, K1, and O1 tidal currents are
provided in the online supplementary information (Table S3). The in-
situ current meter observations do not necessarily represent the baro-
tropic tidal current. However, on average, the observed kinetic energy
may be expected to lie close to the barotropic kinetic energy. As pre-
viously discussed in Timko et al. (2012, 2013) the low vertical resolu-
tion of the discrete current meter observations on the moorings iden-
tified (typically 3 or less instruments per mooring) in the GMACMD
typically does not allow for the barotropic tidal currents to be estimated
from the observations. The non-stationarity of coastal tidal currents
(Nash et al., 2012) may also play a role in the relatively poor com-
parison, especially because some of the coastal observations are of short
duration, and are sampled over a wide range of times. Internal tides
propagating onto the shelf within the global HYCOM simulation may
also significantly change the vertical profile (Gerkema et al., 2004;
Katavouta and Thompson, 2016; Kodaira et al., 2016).

Regression analysis between the barotropic tidal kinetic energy in
models and current meter observations (Fig. 2) indicates that overall
HYCOM M2 barotropic tidal kinetic energy lies somewhat closer to the
observations than both TPXO8 and FES2014. The regression coefficient,
A, between HYCOM and the observed tidal kinetic energy is
AHYCOM=0.99 compared to ATPXO=0.82 and AFES=0.81 for TPXO8
and FES2014, respectively.

Global M2 tidal energy dissipation rates due to bottom friction are
given by D=∬ Cdρ〈u3〉dA where Cd is the bottom drag coefficient
given by Eq. (4), ρ=1030 kgm−3 is the water density (assumed con-
stant), 〈u3〉 is the cube of the M2 tidal velocity averaged over a tidal
period, and dA is the area. Estimates of the M2 tidal energy dissipation
over global coastal and shelf seas between 10 and 200m depth for the
HYCOM simulation were D=998 GW compared to the TPXO8 M2 tidal
energy dissipation rate of 1545 GW. The difference in our estimation of
the global tidal energy dissipation in TPXO8 and that of Egbert and Ray
(2003) may be attributed to the differences in the regions used to es-
timate the integral and our use of a variable Cd for depths< 60m.
Egbert and Ray (2001) delineated particular regions rather than using a
depth contour and also assumed a constant value Cd=0.003. Buijsman
et al. (2015) previously reported that HYCOM dissipation rates fell
within the range of TPXO dissipation rates (Egbert and Ray, 2001).
However, it appears that in this particular HYCOM simulation the total
energy dissipation due to bottom friction in the global coastal and shelf
seas is less than total energy dissipation estimated from TPXO8.

Differences between the HYCOM simulations with and without tides
indicate that the additional mixing resulting from tidal forcing does
impact model SST in the coastal and shelf seas (Fig. 3). The differences
are noticeable on the Patagonian Shelf and the North West Australian

Shelf during DJF and in Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait, on the Scotian
Shelf, Newfoundland Shelf and the North West European Shelf during
JJA. Large differences also appear in the high Arctic during JJA. In-
ternal tides may also contribute to the differences in SST. However, in a
study analysing the impact of horizontal resolution on simulations of
the North West European Shelf Guihou et al. (2018) found that at model
resolutions of ~7 km and at 1/12° internal tide propagation onto and
over the shelf regions was not fully resolved when compared to a 1/60°
simulation. Within the 1/12° global HYCOM simulations presented in
this manuscript we anticipate that internal tides over the shelf regions
are also unlikely to be fully resolved, and may therefore contribute only
in minor ways to the differences in SST over the shelf seas.

Seasonal averages from DJF and JJA of HYCOM SST and MUR
SSTfnd values were interpolated to the 1/4° grid of the OISST dataset
using an area-weighted average. Root Mean Square Errors,
RMSESST

Global(TOISST/MUR
HYCOM ), and Mean Errors, MESST

Global(TOISST/MUR
HYCOM ), between

HYCOM SST and the SST fields derived from satellite observations:
OISST and MUR SSTfnd, were estimated for the global coastal and shelf
seas (depth < 200m) between 60° S and 70° N (Fig. 4). The decision to
limit that latitudinal extent was made to minimize differences in the
representation of sea ice between HYCOM, OISST, and MUR data. It is
apparent that some bias exists in the non-assimilative HYCOM simu-
lations and that embedding tides in HYCOM has a mixed impact on the
global RMSE and ME values compared to satellite observations. The
inclusion of tides in HYCOM decreases RMSESST

Global(TOISST
HYCOM) and

MESST
Global(TOISST

HYCOM) by ~0.1 °C indicating a smaller error compared to the
climatology. However, in JJA RMSESST

Global(TMUR
HYCOM) and MESST

Global(TMUR
HYCOM)

increase in magnitude by ~0.2 °C, when tides are included, indicating a
departure from the observed SST during the summer months of 2012.

4. HYCOM skill on the Northwest European Shelf (NWES)

The NWES is a region of the world's oceans for which comprehen-
sive observations, and numerous modelling studies, exist. As such it is
possibly the best location to assess HYCOM performance in a specific
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Fig. 2. Regression analysis for model barotropic M2 tidal kinetic energy in
HYCOM, TPXO8 and FES2014 vs. the M2 tidal kinetic energy estimated from
the global set of current meter observations that lie in the global coastal and
shelf seas. All current meter observations lie within regions where water
column depth is less than or equal to 200m.
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Fig. 3. Differences between seasonal sea surface temperatures (SST) in HYCOM simulations with and without tides (with minus without) for the coastal and shelf seas
with depth less than or equal to 200m. The temperature scale (°C) is shown on the right-hand side.
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Fig. 4. Root Mean Square Error, RMSE, (panel a) and Mean Error, ME, (panel b) between HYCOM SST and OISST (Reynolds et al., 2002) and MUR SSTfnd (Chin
et al., 2017). RMSE and ME are estimated over the global coastal and shelf seas with depth< 200m.
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shelf sea. Egbert and Ray (2001) estimated total M2 tidal energy dis-
sipation on the NWES to be D=203–208 GW and we find that between
depths of 10 and 200m the dissipation due to bottom friction is
D=212 GW in TPXO8.1 compared to D=254 GW in HYCOM.

Compared to the tide gauges used in Stammer et al. (2014)
RMSESSH

gauge(HYCOM)= 26.5 cm for constituent M2 is 7–8 times greater
than RMSESSH

gauge(TPXO8)= 3.8 and RMSESSH
gauge(FES2014)= 3.4 cm, re-

spectively, and>2 times greater than RMSESSH
gauge(NEMO)= 12.9 cm.

Area-weighted errors: RMSESSH
NWES and MESSH

NWES represent relative errors
of 27–28% and 1–2%, respectively, compared to the root mean squared
M2 tidal amplitude of ~80 cm. Details of the RMSE, ME, and root mean
squared amplitudes for M2 and other constituents is provided in the
online supplementary information (Tables S4 and S5).

For constituent M2, 973 velocity records satisfying our selection
criteria and having a signal to noise ratio> 2 were identified on the
NWES with most of these records part of the BODC archive. For the
barotropic M2 tidal currents, Dellipse

rel =41–52%. The M2 tidal kinetic
energy in HYCOM indicates that HYCOM is more energetic than both
TPXO8 and FES2014 compared to the observed M2 tidal kinetic energy.
Details of the comparison of constituent M2 and other tidal constituents
and the M2 tidal energetics between HYCOM, NEMO, TPXO, and
FES2014 are available in the supplementary material accompanying the
online version of this paper (Table S6 and Fig. S1).

Differences in SST between the HYCOM simulations with and
without tides indicate that the additional tidal forcing produces SST
signatures that vary from the non-tidally forced model by as much as
2 °C (Fig. 5). When tides are included in the HYCOM simulation SST is
cooler in the Irish Sea, along the southern coastline of the English
Channel, and in the southern North Sea. SST is warmer on the west
coast of Ireland and Scotland and also along the northern coast of the
English Channel. In JJA and over water columns of depths< 200m

RMSESST
NWES(THYCOM) and MESST

NWES(THYCOM) are 0.1–0.2 °C lower than
RMSESST

NWES(THYCOM) for the HYCOM simulation without tides (Fig. S2 in
online supplementary information). The two HYCOM simulations have
identical solar heat input. Locations where the SST appears warmer
between the simulations with and without tides are most likely the
result of the displacement of sea surface thermoclines or eddies due to
the addition of tidal forcing. The simulations do not assimilate sea
surface temperature and hence the location of thermoclines and eddies
evolve in response to the model physics.

As discussed in the introduction, tidal mixing fronts occur when
buoyancy production is balanced by mixing in shelf seas. To allow
comparison to the previous study of Holt and Umlauf (2008) and O'Dea
et al. (2012) we define the location of the mixing front using the surface
to seabed temperature gradient, of ΔT= 0.5 °C. For the purposes of
comparison we will limit our discussion to the Flamborough Head and
Dogger Bank fronts in the North Sea, the Ushant front in the English
Channel, The Celtic Sea front lying outside the mouth of St. Georges
Channel, the Western Irish Sea front, and the Islay-Malin Head front
outside the North Channel of the Irish Sea.

Fig. 6 shows the location of the JJA mixing fronts (ΔT=0.5) to-
gether with the contour of SQ that lies closest (in terms of mean dis-
tance) to the mixing front locations on the NWES. Sea surface to seabed
temperature gradients and the semi-major axis values of the barotropic
M2 tidal currents from the HYCOM simulations were used in the cal-
culations of ΔT and SQ. Sea surface to seabed temperature gradients
from the NEMO simulation of O'Dea et al. (2012) and the ICES set used
by Holt and Umlauf (2008), were used to calculate ΔT and then com-
bined with the barotropic M2 tidal currents from TPXO8 to estimate SQ.
In the following description of the mixing fronts on the NWES the
reader should refer to Fig. 8 in Belkin et al. (2009) for identification of
the fronts and their approximate locations.

Fig. 5. Differences in SST over the NWES in summer (JJA) between the HYCOM simulation with tides minus the HYCOM simulation without tides. Temperature scale
(°C) is shown on the right-hand side.
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Comparing the two HYCOM simulations with and without tides it is
very clear that the addition of tides in HYCOM produces tidal mixing
fronts that match some of the tidal mixing fronts seen in ICES and
NEMO. These fronts do not appear in the HYCOM simulation with no
tides where the zone of well mixed water is restricted near the coast-
lines. The bathymetry in both HYCOM and NEMO on the NWES are
similar, although differences are apparent (Fig. S3 in online supple-
mentary information), with major bathymetric features well re-
presented in both models.

In HYCOM with tides, the Flamborough Head front (SQ=4.8) is
well represented although it lies somewhat north of its location in
NEMO (SQ=4.6) and ICES (SQ=4.4). It also appears to swing to the

north around 7° E and extends into the Skagerrak Strait. Compared to
the study of Belkin et al. (2009) HYCOM with tides shows the Flam-
borough Head Front and the Dogger Bank Front almost merging; similar
to their appearance in NEMO. In HYCOM the Flamborough Head Front
appears to merge with the Frisian Front and the Danish Front, and then
extend to the southern extreme of the Norwegian Coastal Current Front.

The HYCOM Ushant front (SQ=3.9) extends across the English
Channel to the western tip of Normandy similar to its location in the
ICES (SQ=3.4) dataset but east of its location in NEMO (SQ=4.4).
Both the Celtic Sea front and western Irish Sea front appear in both the
NEMO simulation and ICES dataset. These fronts do not appear in the
HYCOM simulation with tides. The western Irish Sea front in HYCOM

Fig. 6. Tidal mixing front representation for the NWES. Each subplot shows the JJA temperature difference between SST and SBT in: (a) HYCOM with tides; (b)
NEMO; (c) ICES; and (d) HYCOM with no tides. The ΔT=0.5 °C contour is shown as a magenta line. The SQ= constant contour (green line) that has the minimum
mean distance from the tidal mixing front contour is also shown on subplots (a)–(c). The value of SQ is estimated in subplot (b) using HYCOM tides and using TPXO8
tides in subplots (b) and (c). Temperature scale (°C) is shown on the right-hand side.
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appears to be weakly stratified with a mixing front extending from the
south western tip of Wales to the Isle of Man and then on to the
southwest tip of Scotland. The Islay – Malin Head front lies in ap-
proximately the same position in HYCOM (SQ=4.7) as it does in the
combined NEMO – TPXO (SQ=4.8) and ICES – TPXO (SQ=4.3) data.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the horizontal gradient of the
MUR SSTfnd and the tidal mixing front locations. There is good quali-
tative agreement between the mixing front locations defined in terms of
the sea surface to sea bed temperature gradient: ΔT=0.5 °C (magenta
lines), and mixing front locations defined in terms of the potential en-
ergy anomaly: |∇ϕ| > 2.5 ⋅ 10−4 and ϕ < 10 J m−3 (white thatched
regions). Fig. 7 reveals relatively good agreement between the locations
of the Islay-Malin Head Front in the North Channel and the Flambor-
ough Head Front in the North Sea. MUR SSTfnd, however, shows a much
weaker frontal region lying over Dogger Bank. The HYCOM Ushant
Front, in the English Channel, appears eastwards of the location in the
MUR SSTfnd.

Foundation SST is the temperature of the water column free of
diurnal temperature variability. In the absence of a diurnal signal
foundation SST is equal to the subskin SST. It represents the tempera-
ture from which the diurnal thermocline develops each day. The daily
averaged temperature fields from the HYCOM simulation do not allow
for the calculation of foundation SST from the HYCOM simulation. As a
proxy we have chosen temperature at 10m depth for comparison; we
expect temperatures at 10m depth to be free of most diurnal tem-
perature variations caused by daytime heating and mixing by winds.
The horizontal temperature gradients of SST at 10m depth from both
HYCOM simulations (with and without tides) reveals that the addition
of tides in HYCOM results in a gradient field that is qualitatively similar
to the MUR SSTfnd gradients when compared to the simulation without
tides (Fig. S4 in the online supplementary information).

The SQ=constant contour that lies closest to the locus of model
grid points forming the boundary on the stratified side of the mixing
front regions was also estimated along with the traditional Simpson –
Hunter parameter, S= log10(hu−3) for the Flamborough Head, Ushant,
and Islay – Malin Head fronts (Table 1). The difference between the

parameter values of SQ and the traditional Simpson – Hunter parameter,
S, is log10(Q)= log10(SQ)− log10(S). From Table 1 we have: log10(Q) ~
1.8–2.0 with a mean value of =Qlog ( ) 1.910 . This is equivalent to a

Fig. 7. Horizontal temperature gradient for MUR SSTfnd (Chin et al., 2017). The locations of tidal mixing fronts in HYCOM (satisfying |∇ϕ| > 2.5 ⋅ 10−4 and
ϕ < 10 J m−3) are indicated by white ‘+’ producing thatched regions. The magenta line indicates the location of the ΔT=0.5 °C (SST – SBT) contour in HYCOM.
The dashed green lines indicates the location of the contour SQ= constant that has minimum mean distance to the mixing front location (see Table 1 for the values of
SQ).

Table 1
Parameter values of the contour SQ=constant (Eq. (3)) and the Simpson-
Hunter parameter, S= log10(hu−3)= constant, that lie closest to the given
front location (see discussion in Sections 4 and 5 and Figs. 6–11) for HYCOM.
The red numbers in brackets represent the mean distance between
SQ=constant, S=constant and the boundary of the mixing front location in-
dicated by the potential energy anomaly (see discussion in manuscript).

Front/location SQ S

Flamborough 4.8 2.8
(km) (25.0) (25.0)
Islay - Malin Head 5.0 3.2
(km) (9.1) (8.7)
Ushant 3.7 1.9
(km) (24.4) (25.7)
Foxe Basin 4.6 2.5
(km) (14.6) (16.3)
Jordan Basin 4.1 1.8
(km) (8.2) (8.6)
Nantucket Shoals 4.1 1.9
(km) (12.6) (12.7)
Georges Bank 4.0 1.6
(km) (5.4) (5.3)
Valdez Front 5.0 2.8
(km) (28.5) (30.3)
San Jorge Front 4.0 1.9
(km) (9.1) (9.7)
Magellan Front 4.5 2.5
(km) (9.1) (9.6)
NWAS 119° E 4.0 2.4
(km) (23.5) (27.9)
Dampier Peninsula 4.0 2.1
(km) (8.2) (9.3)
Beagle Gulf 4.5 2.8
(km) (9.4) (10.5)
Bathurst Island 4.5 2.8
(km) (6.2) (6.8)
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seasonal average =Q W m¯ 79 2; consistent with a seasonal average of
=Q W m¯ 78 2 over the NWES estimated from the seasonal heat flux

values for JJA of Liu et al. (2015).
The HYCOM simulation with embedded tides is able to produce

some tidal mixing fronts in their expected locations over the NWES. The
Flamborough Head, Islay – Malin Head, and Ushant Fronts appear more
or less where expected in the HYCOM simulation with tides. These
fronts do not appear in the HYCOM simulation with no tides. However,
HYCOM with tides does appear to over mix the coastal waters in the
south east North Sea and under mix the Irish Sea.

5. HYCOM skill in other shelf and coastal seas

5.1. Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait (HBS)

Arbic et al. (2007) showed that the resonance response in the Un-
gava Bay and Hudson Strait is large enough to influence tides
throughout the North Atlantic; Arbic et al. (2009) showed that the
impact of Hudson Strait tides extends globally. Griffiths et al. (1981)
previously studied the location of tidal mixing fronts in the Hudson Bay
system and identified tidal mixing fronts in Foxe Basin, James Bay and
Ungava Bay. The region of Hudson Bay, Hudson Strait, and the Lab-
rador Sea dissipates 261 GW of M2 tidal energy (Egbert and Ray, 2001);
more than any other region. Based upon our estimate of M2 tidal energy
dissipation, which does not include the Labrador Sea, we find that, for
water column depths of 10–200m, D=169 GW in TPXO8; much
greater than the estimated value D=68 GW in HYCOM. The apparent
lack of dissipation in HYCOM appears to be due to weak tidal currents
within this region in the simulation used for this study.

Within the HBS region we found that for HYCOM constituent M2 the
area-weighted RMSESSH

HBS and MESSH
HBS represent relative errors of 43–45%

and 18–22% of the root mean squared amplitude (~85 cm) for the re-
gion. HYCOM M2 amplitudes are 15–18 cm lower (on average) than
TPXO8 and FES2014. For the M2 tidal currents, Dellipse

rel =67–76% with
RMSellipse

HBS =17.7 cm s−1. Regression analysis indicates that HYCOM and
FES2014 have significantly less barotropic M2 tidal kinetic energy than
in current meter observations while M2 tidal kinetic energy in TPXO8
closely matches the observed tidal kinetic energy. Details of the com-
parisons of the tidal heights and tidal currents for other constituents
within the HBS may be found in the supplementary material accom-
panying the online version of this paper (Tables S5, S6 and Fig. S1).

The inclusion of tides in global HYCOM produces both positive and
negative changes in model SST between −5–5 °C (Fig. S5 in online
supplementary information). The largest decreases in SST appear along
the northwest coastline of Hudson Bay extending along the western and
southern coastline of Southampton Island and also along the west coast
of Baffin Island in Foxe Basin. The greatest increases appear in James
Bay and along the east coast of Hudson Bay extending along the eastern
coastline of Southampton Island and west coast of Fox Basin. Tide-in-
duced differences in HYCOM SST values within Hudson Strait are of
order −2–2 °C.

In general the inclusion of tides reduces model bias in SST in
HYCOM. RMSESST

HBS(TMUR
HYCOM) decreases by ~0.4 °C and MESST

HBS(TMUR
HYCOM)

decreases in magnitude by 0.6 °C when tides are included in the
HYCOM simulation. RMSESST

HBS(TOISST
HYCOM) shows little change with the

inclusion of tides, however, MESST
HBS(TOISST

HYCOM) decreases in magnitude
and changes sign from −0.5 °C to 0.2 °C, with the addition of tidal
forcing (Fig. S2 in the online supplementary information). Differences
in sea ice representation between HYCOM, OISST, and MUR SSTfnd may
contribute to the RMSE and ME.

The horizontal gradients of MUR SSTfnd reveal strong temperature
gradients at the mouths of James Bay and Ungava Bay and also across
the channel connecting Foxe Basin with the Hudson Strait (Fig. 8). A
weaker temperature gradient is also observed extending northwards
into the center of Foxe Basin. The HYCOM simulation with tides pro-
duces a tidal mixing front (SQ= 4.6; see Table 1) extending north-south

along the center of Foxe Basin which aligns with the weaker tempera-
ture gradient observed from the MUR SSTfnd. The location of the tidal
mixing front in Foxe Basin of the HYCOM simulation is consistent with
the predicted location by Griffiths et al. (1981). However, HYCOM does
not indicate tidal mixing fronts across the mouths of James Bay or
Ungava Bay. A comparison of the SST (10m) temperature gradients
between the HYCOM simulations with and without tides indicates that
the Foxe Basin front results from the addition of tidal forcing and that
the addition of tidal forcing increases the temperature gradients in
Hudson Strait while simultaneously reducing temperature gradients in
the center of Hudson Bay (Fig. S6 in the online supplementary in-
formation).

The contour of the Simpson-Hunter parameter, S, that lies closest to
the tidal mixing front in Foxe Basin is S= 2.5, indicating that
log10(Q)= 2.1. This is equivalent to a net downward heat flux of
125Wm−2 which is 16% greater than the mean of the net downward
heat flux in the HBS,Q =108W m−2, estimated from Liu et al. (2015).

5.2. Gulf of St. Lawrence and Gulf of Maine (GSLM)

The GSLM region contains the Bay of Fundy which is recognized as
having one of the world's largest tidal ranges. Egbert and Ray (2001)
estimate that tidal energy dissipation in the region of the GSLM is 60
GW. Between 10 and 200m depth we find D=6.7 GW of M2 tidal
energy is dissipated due to bottom friction in TPXO8 compared to
D=8.7 GW in HYCOM within the GSLM as depicted in Fig. 1. Pingree
and Griffiths (1980) studied the M2 tide in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
found that closing the Strait of Belle Isle produced near resonance
conditions increasing the M2 amplitude from 25 cm to 160 cm in the
Esquiman Channel.

Within the GSLM region we found that the area averaged RMSESSH
GLSM

and MESSH
GSLM represent relative errors of 33% and 5–6%, respectively,

when compared to the root mean squared M2 amplitude (~63 cm) es-
timated from TPXO8 and FES2014. Compared to tidal current velo-
cities, model M2 barotropic currents Dellipse

rel =61–72% of the observed
RMSellipse

GSLM =24.9 cm s−1. M2 tidal kinetic energy in HYCOM is sig-
nificantly greater than the observed tidal kinetic energy while TPXO8
closely matches the observed tidal kinetic energy; FES2014 is weaker
than the observed values. Details of the comparison between HYCOM,
TPXO8, and FES2014 for the M2 and other tidal constituents may be
found in the supplementary material accompanying the online version
of this paper (Tables S5, S6 and Fig. S1).

SST differences between the HYCOM simulations (Fig. S7 in online
supplementary information) indicate that SST decreases by up to>2 °C
in the mouth of the Bay of Fundy and along the south west coast of
Nova Scotia due to the additional mixing induced by the action of the
tides. Numerous other cold/warm core differences also appear along
the track of the Gulf Stream. The tides also increase SST by ~3 °C in the
St. Lawrence Seaway. Other more modest differences in SST signatures
include increases (decreases) of up to 2 °C along the northern (southern)
coastlines of Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton Island (Ile
d'Anticosti and Newfoundland).

The inclusion of tides in HYCOM reduced model SST bias compared
to the climatology by ~1.0 °C. However, compared to the observed
MUR SSTfnd for JJA 2012, RMSESST

GSLM(TMUR
HYCOM) increases from 1.7 °C to

1.9 °C and the magnitude of MESST
GSLM(TOISST

HYCOM) also increases changing
from −0.5 °C to −1.4 °C when tidal forcing is included. Compared to
the other regional seas studied in this paper, HYCOM exhibits a large
bias in SST over the GSLM (Fig. S2 in online supplementary informa-
tion).

Through undertaking an analysis of mixing fronts, Pingree and
Griffiths (1980) reported that Jacque Cartier Passage, which lies be-
tween Anticosti Island and the coastline of Quebec, is a region of per-
sistent and localized cooling which they attributed to mixing by the
tides. Loder and Greenberg (1986) examined the position of predicted
tidal mixing fronts in the Gulf of Maine and found that tidal mixing
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fronts may be expected off the southwest coast of Nova Scotia and also
over the Nantucket Shoals and Georges Bank. In the HYCOM simulation
with tides, SST in the Jacques Cartier Passage decreases by ~3 °C, si-
milar to the difference observed by Pingree and Griffiths (1980).
However, the passage does not become well mixed (ΔT≤0.5 °C) and
does not satisfy our definition of a tidal mixing front based upon the

potential energy anomaly.
Fig. 9 indicates a strong horizontal temperature gradient in MUR

SSTfnd surrounding Georges Bank and weaker gradients lying off the
Nantucket Shoals and in the Jordan Basin. Estimates of SQ based upon
the HYCOM simulation with tides are listed in Table 1. The tidal mixing
front in HYCOM that appears along the southwest coast of Nova Scotia

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait (HBS).

Fig. 9. Same as for Fig. 7 but for the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Gulf of Maine (GSLM).
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may be a weak formation of the Jordan Basin Front (SQ=4.1). Over the
Nantucket Shoals (SQ=4.1) the tidal mixing fronts in HYCOM lie close
to the strong temperature gradients in the MUR SSTfnd. Over George's
Bank the mixing front location (SQ=4.0) appears entirely within the
strong temperature gradient appearing in Fig. 9. One possible ex-
planation for this may be model bathymetry which may not be truly
representative of the boundary of the George's Bank region due to
limited horizontal resolution. The locations of the tidal mixing fronts
lying off the Nantucket Shoals and George's Bank indicated by the
gradients of MUR SSTfnd are similar to the findings of Loder and
Greenberg (1986) and also indicated in Belkin et al. (2009, see their
Fig. 12). HYCOM does not produce the tidal mixing front in the Jacque
Cartier Passage that was previously reported by Pingree and Griffiths
(1980).

Horizontal temperature gradients of the 10m SST field in HYCOM
(Fig. S8 in online supplementary information) are consistent with those
shown in the MUR SSTfnd revealing the locations of the George's Bank,
Nantucket Shoals, and Jordan Basin front. The temperature gradients in
HYCOM appear to be much stronger than the temperature gradients
that appear in MUR SSTfnd. In addition to the stronger temperature
gradients over the shelf region of the Gulf of Maine and the coast of
Nova Scotia, HYCOM also reveals stronger temperature gradients along
the shelf break and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The Simpson-Hunter parameter, S, was also estimated from the
HYCOM model output (Table 1). The mean difference between SQ and S
indicates the Qlog ( )10 ~ 2.3 which is equivalent to a net downwards
heat flux of 200Wm−2; 33% greater than the mean heat flux estimated
from Liu et al. (2015), Q =149Wm−2.

5.3. Patagonian Shelf (PS)

The PS is another region of large tidal range exceeding 8m along
the northern half of the shelf region. However, there are few in-situ
observations of the tides in this region. Moreira et al. (2011) provides a
recent listing of tide gauges and current meter observations for the
region enclosing the northern gulfs along the PS. Of the 4 estimates of
tidal ellipse parameters provided by Moreira et al. (2009, 2011) only
one was located in a region where the water column depth was> 10m.
For this single observation we find that the RMS difference (Eq. (8b)) is
Du(model)= 10.7, 10.5, and 5.2 cm s−1 for models: HYCOM, TPXO8,
and FES2014, respectively.

Egbert and Ray (2001) estimated that 108–112 GW of tidal energy is
dissipated in this region. An early numerical modelling study by
Glorioso and Simpson (1994) provided an estimate of ~90 GW of dis-
sipation. Between 10 and 200m water column depth we find that
D=122 GW (105 GW) in TPXO8 (HYCOM). RMSESSH

PS and MESSH
PS re-

present relative errors of 20% and 2%, respectively of the root mean
squared amplitude (~88 cm). For HYCOM and TPXO8,
Dellipse

rel =52–53% and for FES2014, Dellipse
rel =26% compared to the single

observation for the M2 tidal current (RMSellipse
PS =20.1 cm s−1). Details

of the comparison between HYCOM, TPXO8, and FES2014 may be
found in the supplementary material accompanying the online version
of this paper (Tables S5, S6 and Fig. S1).

Differences in HYCOM SST when tides are included range between
−2–2 °C with the largest changes occurring along the north west coast
of the PS between 39 and 43° S (Fig. S9 in online supplementary in-
formation). HYCOM SST bias decreases by ~0.3 °C compared to the
climatology when tides are included in the simulation. However for DJF
2011–2012 MESST

PS (TMUR
HYCOM) increases by 0.3 °C compared to satellite

observations (MUR SSTfnd) for that period when tides are included (Fig.
S2 in online supplementary information).

Glorioso (1987) observed strong horizontal temperature gradients
and intensified mixing near the Peninsula of Valdez (42°–43° S).
Glorioso and Simpson (1994) used a numerical model to examine the
location of tidal mixing fronts and estimated that the observed front
corresponded to a critical value of the Hunter – Simpson parameter,
S= 2.3 ± 0.2. Glorioso and Flather (1995) also modelled the tides on
the Patagonian Shelf and found that tidal mixing fronts may also be
expected at both ends of Golfo San Jorge (~46° S), and Bahia Grande
(~51° S).

MUR SSTfnd reveals strong temperature gradients indicating the
location of the Valdez and San Jorge Fronts (Fig. 10). HYCOM also
produces tidal mixing fronts along the coastline between 39°–43° S and
47°–49° S corresponding to the Valdez (SQ=5.0) and San Jorge Front
(SQ=4.0) that lie close to the MUR SSTfnd temperature gradients. The
Patagonian-Magellan Front, and Tierra del Fuego Front also appear in
both the MUR SSTfnd and HYCOM simulation (SQ=4.5). Belkin et al.
(2009) attributes the Magellan Front to the influx of cold, fresh water
via the Strait of Magellan and around the southern tip of Tierra del
Fuego. However, our results indicate that tides appear to play a role as
the well-mixed water remains trapped closer to the coastline, as in-
dicated by the location of the HYCOM 10m temperature gradient, be-
tween 51°–55° S in the HYCOM simulation with no tides (Fig. S10 in
online supplementary information).

The mean difference between SQ and the Simpson-Hunter para-
meter, S, (Table 1) indicates that on the PS Qlog ( )10 =2.1 which sug-
gests an average downwards heat flux of Q=126Wm−2, comparable
to the average value Q =127Wm−2 estimated from Liu et al. (2015).

5.4. Northwest Australian Shelf (NWAS)

Holloway (1983) conducted one of the first studies of the tides on
the NWAS which has a tidal range exceeding 6m and M2 tidal currents
decreasing from 28 cm s−1 to 16 cm s−1 over a distance of only 20 km.
In a later modelling study, Holloway (2001) estimated an average

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 7 but for the Patagonian Shelf (PS).
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dissipation rate of 0.011Wm−2 and vertical eddy viscosity of
10−4m2 s−1. The high vertical mixing rates may be expected to con-
tribute to the downwards mixing of incoming solar radiation and hence
the possible formation of tidal mixing fronts.

Egbert and Ray (2001) estimate that 158–179 GW of M2 tidal en-
ergy is dissipated on the NWAS. Between 10 and 200m depth we find
that the M2 tidal energy dissipation D=122 GW in TPXO8 and 107 GW
in HYCOM. RMSESSH

NWAS and MESSH
NWAS represent relative errors of 29–30%

and 14–15%, respectively, of the root mean squared tidal amplitude
(~90 cm) for the NWAS. For the M2 barotropic tidal currents
Dellipse

rel =35–41% in HYCOM and FES2014 and Dellipse
rel =66% in TPXO8;

RMSellipse
NWAS =18.6 cm s−1. Details of the comparison of tidal amplitudes

between HYCOM, TPXO8, and FES2014 may be found in the supple-
mentary material accompanying the online version of this paper (Tables
S5, S6 and Fig. S1 in online supplementary information).

Differences in SST for HYCOM simulations with and without tides
range between −2–0.5 °C with the largest cooling occurring between
120 and 126° W and 12–18° S (Fig. S11 in online supplementary in-
formation). The inclusion of tides reduces model bias in SST compared
to the climatology but increases SST bias compared to observations in
DJF 2011–2012. RMSESST

NWAS(TOISST
HYCOM) and MESST

NWAS(TOISST
HYCOM) decreased

by 0.4–0.5 °C when tides were included in the HYCOM simulation.
RMSESST

NWAS(TMUR
HYCOM) increased by 0.3 °C and MESST

NWAS(TMUR
HYCOM) increased

and changed sign from<0.01 °C to −0.5 °C when tides were included
(Fig. S2 in the online supplementary information).

The horizontal temperature gradients of MUR SSTfnd (Fig. 11) in-
dicate a strong gradient lying near the coast from 114 to 122° E. There
are also weaker gradients north of the Dampier Peninsula (122–123° E,
15–17° S) and across the western mouth of Beagle Gulf (129–130° E,
12–13° S), and over the banks west of Melville and Bathurst islands
(128–131° E, 11–12° S). The insets on Fig. 11 show the regions in which
we have chosen to study the impact of tidal forcing on frontal positions
on the NWAS. Mixing front locations based upon the potential energy
anomaly for the simulation with tides (without) are shown as white ‘+’
(white ‘o’) thatching.

Daily mean temperatures estimated from observations from the
Australian National Mooring Network (ANMN) Facility (IMOS, 2018)
between July 2011 and July 2017 show the collapse of the stratification
on the NWAS during the Austral winter (JJA) and reforms during the
Austral spring and summer (Fig. 12). The location of the 4 mooring
sites: ITFMHB, ITFFTB, KIM200, and PIL100, are shown as red squares
in Fig. 11. Vertical cross sections, from the HYCOM simulations with
and without tides, of the potential density field along the gray lines in
Fig. 12 are shown in Fig. 13.

Along 119° E both of the simulations with and without tides indicate
a region of well mixed water extending from the coastline (Fig. 11).
This frontal region lying over the 40m bathymetric contour has been
discussed previously by Tranter and Leech (1987). However they dis-
counted the role of tides due to the high solar irradiation
(> 200Wm−2). Condie and Andrewartha (2008) attributed the

Fig. 11. Temperature profiles from IMOS (2018) sites show the annual collapse of the stratification over the Northwest Australian Shelf (NWAS) during the Austral
winter. The site locations are indicated in Fig. 11 as red squares.
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location of the front between the well mixed water near the coast and
around the Dampier Peninsula to the vertical mixing to due to the high
shear induced by tidal motions. They observed that well mixed water
extended to the 50m bathymetric contour during spring tides and the
30m bathymetric contour during neap tides. However they did not
provide estimates of the front location in terms of the Simpson – Hunter
parameter. Over the NWAS the net downward heat flux (Liu et al.,
2015), Q =62Wm−2, is much smaller than the solar irradiation of>
200Wm−2 stated by Tranter and Leech. We find that the addition of
tides in HYCOM shifts the front location (indicated by the magenta
diamonds at the top of the individual panels in Fig. 13) approximately
25 km further offshore; lying above the 40 bathymetric contour instead
of the 30m bathymetric contour in the simulation without tides, close
to matching the fronts in the study of Condie and Andrewartha (2008).
Based upon the HYCOM simulation with tides we estimate that in this
region the Simpson – Hunter parameter is S= 2.4 and SQ=4.0 which
is consistent with other tidal mixing fronts.

North of the Dampier Peninsula tidal mixing fronts (SQ= 4.0) ap-
pear over the shallow banks; these mixing fronts do not appear in the
HYCOM simulation with no tides although a front does appear much
closer to the coastline (Fig. 11). Along the transect at (122.32° E) the
mixing front that lies north of the Dampier Peninsula shifts ~111 km
northwards lying over the 50m bathymetric contour instead of the
30m bathymetric contour when tidal forcing is not included in the
HYCOM simulation (Fig. 13). A similar situation occurs across the
western boundary of the Beagle Gulf. With the addition of tidal forcing
in HYCOM the front location along the transect lying east-west along

12.148° S indicates that the mixing front across the mouth of Beagle
Gulf (SQ=4.5) shifts westwards approximately 90 km from 130.3° E to
129.5° E once again lying over the 50m bathymetric contour instead of
the 30m bathymetric contour in the non-tidal simulation.

The shallow banks lying west of Melville and Bathurst Islands
(128–131° E, 11–12° S) are another region where we find evidence of
tidal mixing fronts. These fronts do not appear in the HYCOM simula-
tion with no tides (Fig. S12 in online supplementary information). The
two transects lying east-west (11.365° S) and north-south (129.12° E)
show that tidal mixing fronts (SQ=4.5) form over the banks. In the
HYCOM simulation without tides the mixing front is restricted to the
very shallowest region over the bank.

HYCOM produces mixing fronts that align with the gradients ob-
served in the MUR SSTfnd although the temperature gradients of the SST
at 10m depth in HYCOM are much stronger temperature gradients than
observed in the MUR SSTfnd (Fig. S12). Differences between SQ and S
(Table 1) for the four fronts located on the NWAS indicate that

Qlog 10( ) =1.73 which is equivalent to 53W m−2 for the net down-
ward heat flux, close to the estimates from Liu et al. (2015),
Q =62Wm–2.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We have compared two HYCOM simulations, with and without
embedded tides, to assess the impact of adding tides on shelf sea mixing
in a global 3-dimensional ocean general circulation model. The global
HYCOM ASEnKF experiment with tides is forced by 5 tidal constituents

Fig. 12. Horizontal temperature gradient for MUR SSTfnd (Chin et al., 2017). The locations of tidal mixing fronts in HYCOM (satisfying |∇ϕ| > 2.5 ⋅ 10−4 and
ϕ < 10 J m−3) are indicated by white ‘+’ producing thatched regions. The mixing front locations in the HYCOM simulation without tides are indicated by white
‘o’. The magenta line indicates the location of the ΔT=0.5 °C (SST – SBT) contour in HYCOM. The dashed green line indicates of the contour SQ= constant that has
minimum mean distance to the mixing front location (see Table 1 for the values of SQ). The red squares indicated the location of the IMOS (2018) temperature
profiles shown in Fig. 12. The inset panels provide a higher resolution view of the mixing front locations discussed in the manuscript.
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(M2, S2, N2, K1, and O1) and includes an improved bathymetry under
the ice shelves in Antarctica but otherwise the grid and model forcing
for HYCOM simulations with and without tides are identical.

Our comparison indicates that the addition of tides to the global
simulations produces a visible difference in shelf SST signatures on a
seasonal basis. In this HYCOM experiment we find that the addition of
tidal forcing reduces the global RMSE and ME between HYCOM and
OISST. Compared to MUR SSTfnd concurrent with the HYCOM

simulations, however, the inclusion of tides increases the error during
JJA. As the HYCOM simulations presented here are non-assimilative,
the RMSESST and MESST may be dominated by model biases. Globally,
RMSESST is of order 0.7–1.5 °C and MESST of order± 0.4 °C.

Compared to the shallow water tide gauges used by Stammer et al.
(2014) the global HYCOM simulation used in this study has a RMSE of
24.1 cm for M2 which is large compared to the RMSE of 3.6 cm and
3.7 cm for TPXO8 and FES2014, respectively. RMSE for constituent S2

Fig. 13. Vertical profiles of the potential density along transects over the Northwest Australian Shelf (NWAS) from the HYCOM simulations with (left column) and
without (right column) tides. Transect locations are shown as gray lines in Fig. 11 and highlighted as panel insets. The magenta diamonds along the top of each panel
indicate the mixing front locations in HYCOM (satisfying |∇ϕ| > 2.5 ⋅ 10−4 and ϕ < 10 J m−3).
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in HYCOM is 10.9 cm (5–6 times larger than the TPXO8 and FES2014)
errors. The other tidal constituents (N2, K1, and O1) in HYCOM have
RMSE<6 cm and are up to 2–4 times larger than the RMSE for TPXO8
and FES2014. Over the global coastal and shelf seas the area-averaged
RMSE between HYCOM and TPXO8/FES2014 indicates that HYCOM
has a relative error of 35% compared to the root mean squared am-
plitude of 50 cm. The large relative error appears to indicate a problem
with tidal phase in the coastal and shelf seas and is most likely due to
oversimplified parameterizations of bottom friction, and inadequate
coastal geometry. On the NWES, RMSE for global HYCOM is also twice
as large as the non-assimilative NEMO simulation of O'Dea et al. (2012).

The tidal kinetic energy in HYCOM, TPXO8, and FES2014 are si-
milar to the tidal kinetic energy estimated from in-situ current meter
observations. Global M2 tidal energy dissipation for shelf and coastal
seas between 10 and 200m depth in this study appears weaker in
HYCOM (881 GW) compared to estimates from TPXO (1313 GW).
However, in another study Buijsman et al. (2015), using a different
HYCOM experiment, reported that global HYCOM produced reasonable
dissipation estimates compared to TPXO.

In the regional seas examined in more detail in this paper we find
that the RMSE and ME in M2 represent from 20 to 45% of the root mean
squared signal when HYCOM is compared to the satellite constrained
models TPXO8 and FES2014. Barotropic M2 tidal kinetic energy in
HYCOM is greater than both TPXO8 and FES2014 over the NWES,
GSLM, and NWAS. In the HBS HYCOM barotropic M2 tidal kinetic en-
ergy is less than observed.

In this paper we examined the ability of global HYCOM with em-
bedded tides to reproduce tidal mixing fronts within selected shelf seas.
Overall HYCOM exhibits reasonable skill in producing known tidal
mixing fronts in the shelf seas, and the locations of these mixing fronts
are consistent with predicted locations based upon the Simpson-Hunter
parameter and comparable to horizontal gradients in MUR SSTfnd. We
have chosen to use a modified form of the Simpson-Hunter parameter,
in which we have included the heat flux in order to compare tidal
mixing front locations on a global scale. Based upon the 14 tidal mixing
fronts examined in the HYCOM with tides simulation we find that the
mixing front locations generally occur along contours of
SQ=4.3 ± 0.4. Our analysis of the same fronts using the Simpson-

Hunter parameter, S, indicates that the fronts occur along the contour
of S=2.4 ± 0.5.

Regression analysis (Fig. 14) between the average heat flux, esti-
mated from satellites (Liu et al., 2015), for each region vs. the inferred
value of the heat flux based upon the difference between the contour
value of SQ and S lying closest to the individual tidal mixing fronts
indicates that the regression coefficient is R=0.82. The difference in
the downwards heat flux estimated from SQ and S over Georges Bank in
the GSLM is large compared to other values. This value appears to ex-
hibit significant leverage when estimating the regression coefficient.
When the value from the Georges Bank is excluded from the analysis
the regression coefficient increases to R=0.90.

The existence and location of the mixing fronts serves as a proxy to
estimate the amount of vertical mixing that occurs within the individual
shelf seas. In the North Sea HYCOMmay be over-energetic resulting in a
merging of several known frontal locations, while at the same time
appearing to be under-energetic in the Irish Sea resulting in a stratified
Irish Sea and no manifestation of the Western Irish Sea or Celtic Fronts.
The Islay – Malin Head Front extending across the western side of
Northern Passage is in its expected location.

HYCOM also predicts the existence of a tidal mixing front extending
through Foxe Basin. However, the existence of this particular front is
uncertain due to the influence of sea-ice. Within the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, the addition of tides in HYCOM appears to enhance mixing
between Prince Edward Island and the mainland, but does not produce
enough vertical mixing to yield a known mixing front in the Jacque
Cartier Passage. In the Gulf of Maine, HYCOM reproduces known tidal
mixing fronts over the Nantucket Shoals and Georges Bank. On the
Patagonian Shelf, HYCOM is able to reproduce the Valdez and San
Jorge Fronts and enhance mixing to displace the Magellan Front further
from the coastline.

In the past there has been some doubt as to whether the mixing front
on the NWAS between 114 and 122° E is due to the tides since the solar
irradiation is high in the lower latitudes (Tranter and Leech, 1987).
However our study, based upon the net downward heat flux, indicates
that the tides do have a small but measureable impact on the location of
the front in this region. We have been unable to identify previous
mention within the scientific literature of the tidal mixing fronts north
of the Dampier Peninsula and west of Beagle Gulf and Melville and
Bathurst islands and have provided estimates of the Simpson – Hunter
parameter for the fronts we identified in these regions. If scientific
studies identifying the tidal mixing fronts within these regions have
been conducted in the past they are not known to us.

It is evident from the above discussion that HYCOM with embedded
tides does have significant skill in reproducing tidal mixing fronts
within shelf seas even though the model may have less skill than highly
accurate data-assimilative barotropic tide models in reproducing ob-
served tidal heights and tidal currents. It is also clear that model per-
formance varies significantly over the different shelf seas. Considering
that HYCOM was tuned to minimize the RMSE in M2 tidal heights in
deep water, we believe that global HYCOM displays reasonable skill in
representing the shelf sea tides. However, because the shelf seas have
such a prominent role in the dissipation of tidal energy, minimizing the
RMSE and ME within the shelf seas, and improving the integrated
dissipation of tidal energy in these regions, potentially has significant
implications for the global tide solution. If too little or too much tidal
energy is being dissipated in the shelf seas then the amount of tidal
kinetic energy available for dissipation in the deep ocean will also be
too large or too small. This has implications for estimates of mixing
within the deep ocean.

The Navy global HYCOM prediction system is undergoing con-
tinuous development. The tides are sensitive to bathymetry and
damping, for instance, and these are continually being updated in
HYCOM. The ASEnKF is currently being updated to account for regions
of strong coastal tides, which were not accounted for in the perturba-
tions used in Ngodock et al. (2016). We are also experimenting with
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Fig. 14. Downward heat flux, Q, vs. inferred heat flux 10(SQ -S). Downward heat
flux, Q, is the average value of the heat flux estimated from satellite data (Liu
et al., 2015) for each of the regions shown in Fig. 1. Inferred heat flux is esti-
mated from the difference between the values of SQ and S, i.e. Inferred Heat
Flux=10(SQ -S). The red dashed line represents the regression coefficient using
all 14 data points (R1= 0.82). The blue line represents the regression coeffi-
cient estimated by excluding the parameter values for George's Bank
(R2=0.90). The black dotted line represents R=1.
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two-way nesting in regional of strong coastal tides. These improve-
ments are likely, over time, to continue the trend seen over the past
decade, in which HYCOM tidal errors have continually gone down. The
process is slow, however, and in the meantime regional models are still
likely to be more accurate for specific applications. Higher resolutions
may help improve HYCOM's ability to resolve tidal mixing fronts by
providing better representation of bathymetry and coastal features.
Here we have shown that global models at existing resolutions of 1/
12.5° are able to exhibit some degree of skill in replicating shelf tides
and tidal mixing fronts.
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